
«Strolling in Waves» 
 

Witness the creation of the largest Asphalt Art Installation in 
Switzerland! 
 
VIBR, the Association for the Rümelinsplatz Revitalization, is having the «Y» consisting of 
Schnabelgasse, Münzgasse and Rümelinsplatz painted in bright colors. 
  

Official start:   April 8, 2024 
 

Work to be completed: May 31, 2024, weather permitting 
 

Public Opening:  May 31, 2024, at 6 pm 
outside the Restaurant Schnabel 

 

Processes to watch:  Measuring, carving outlines, masking, painting 
 

Funded by:   VIBR, numerous businesses and individuals granting both  
financial support and expertise, and the City of Basel  
Revitalization Fund 

 

Online:  www.vibr.ch; Instagram: vibr_ruemelinsplatz 

Guided tours:   info@vibr.ch  
 
Get ready for some real color! 
 

After the 2025 carnival, this entire "Y" perimeter will be completely renovated. But 
before that happens, our association is taking advantage of this once in a lifetime 
opportunity to transform this historic triangle in a truly unique way. 
 

Observe apprentices and senior staff while they work to present you with a completely new 
experience: "Color surfing". Go ahead, stroll through the completed segments! 
 

With her entry for this project, Sarah Dietrich won a juried competition among first year 
students at the Basel Design School; her title "STROLLING IN WAVES " is also a 
reference to the historic Rümelin creek previously running a mill on Rümelinsplatz. 
 

VIBR not only proudly initiated and now manages this lively and colorful art attraction to 
the "Y", but we also hope to bring some cheerfulness to businesses and residents to 
help ‘prepare’ for the upcoming renovation work, making the inconveniences more 
bearable. 
 

For us, it is particularly important to provide a unique platform for the appreciation of 
the work to all involved aspiring arts and trades professionals participating in this 
installation, integrating them into this largest asphalt artwork in Switzerland . 
How many design students, geomatics or painter apprentices are given the opportunity 
to be actively involved in something so unique and expansive! 
 

VIBR, Association for the Rümelinsplatz Revitalization 

www.VIBR.ch, info@VIBR.ch, Instagram: vibr_ruemelinsplatz  


